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An examination of elitelore involves a description of the beliefs and values of a particular group of individuals and an analysis of their rationale for those beliefs. Elitelore, in the case of political leaders, helps to explain what these leaders believe, their reason for believing the way they do, and the extent to which their beliefs are self-justifications or reflections of reality. A study of Mexican political elites, collectively known as the Revolutionary Family, is important in view of the lack of attention to elite culture or, more precisely, elitelore in analyses of the Mexican political system. Furthermore, an analysis of Mexican elitelore may offer insight into a unique characteristic of Mexico's political leadership during the last several decades—the unity among and within generations of leaders.

The closed nature of the Mexican political system, which obscures many aspects of the political process, is not easily penetrated, even through careful, outside observation. An important means of increasing our understanding of the Mexican political milieu is through probing oral interviews with important political leaders, who, because of the secrecy that surrounds much of the decision making in the Mexican system, can provide insight essential to analyses of its development and
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1 See James W. Wilkie. Elitelore (Los Angeles: UCLA Latin American Center Publications, University of California, 1973), p.9, for an explanation of this concept.
operation. This essay interprets and analyzes the views of a selected group of prominent political leaders who were members of the generation largely responsible for Mexico's development from 1946 to 1970. Much of the material found in the following pages is based on detailed oral interviews made over a period of years. (See the Appendix for details on the interviews.) This article examines the personal values and ideological beliefs of Mexican leaders and comments on the source of these values and beliefs. Further, an attempt is made to assess their views of the failures and achievements of the Mexican Revolution and to relate their interpretations to the problems facing Mexico in the 1970s. To begin, a general discussion of values and their relationship to ideological beliefs is appropriate.

Values can be described as highly generalized attitudes that define an individual's orientation to life in terms of the things deemed most important. Ideological beliefs consist of a person's preference for social, economic, and political philosophies. Both values and ideology are important because they have an effect on a politician's behavior. Although there has not been extensive research on the interrelationship between values and ideological beliefs, it is evident that personal values, under various conditions, do affect a person's views on political or economic issues. For example, in a survey taken in the late 1940s, Smith found that the value liberty played an evident part in his sample's views of the Soviet Union. Furthermore, personal values not only have some effect on the ideological beliefs of individuals, but, as one prominent Mexicanist suggests, the patterns of political action are themselves a reflection of "deeply ingrained values and understandings which are part of the political culture. These patterns determine the functioning of the political structures and produce a distinctive political system with a clearly defined Mexican political style." 2

Personal values seem to affect ideological preferences, and, in some cases, these preferences are influenced by other background variables. For example, Wellhofer, in his study of Argentine socialist leaders, found that the higher the level of education of the party member or his father, the more likely he was to be a dissenter. 4 In this case, higher education might be an indicator of wealth, an important factor in determining whether an individual political leader could oppose the system and survive without another occupation. Other background characteristics have also been shown to be important in the formulation of the beliefs of Latin American political leaders. In a recent analysis of Guatemalan congressmen, Joel Verner found that, in contrast to the leftist legislators, the typical rightist legislator "tended to live in the capital and outside his own district, was more likely born in the capital, and had more likely traveled outside of Latin America. The rightist legislator was more likely to have obtained his high school training in the capital, attended and completed college, and attended a foreign college." 5 Other studies have revealed a direct relationship between level of education and the value placed on economic equality and participation in decision making. Not only do background variables and personal values affect ideological beliefs; there is further evidence of a strong relationship between political and economic ideological beliefs. Moskos and Bell, for example, found that those individuals with rightist economic views were more antidemocratic and authoritarian than leaders with leftist economic views. 6

Although certain relationships exist among background variables, personal values, and ideological beliefs, it cannot be suggested that elite preferences will accurately predict behavior patterns or performance in office. One study of French political elite preferences showed that they coincided with French government policy only about a half the time. There may be numerous reasons for the discrepancy between values and behavior. In the case of Mexico, the political culture inhibits the development of attachments to the substance of public policies among political leaders. 7 Not only do Mexican political leaders fail to be identified with controversial policy positions, but they fail to be innovative in policy areas. Furthermore, the degree of personalism within the system and the centralization of policy formulation in the name of the president pressures top leaders to identify with the president and his policies. This explains why most North American and Mexican observers expected Luis Echeverria, Gustavo Diaz Ordaz's successor, to continue his right-of-center policies. 8 Further, in addition to curbing their own ideological
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9 Julio Labastida Martín del Campo. "El régimen de Echeverría: perspectivas de cambio en la estrategia de desarrollo y en la estructura de poder." Revista Mexicana de Sociología 34 (July-
impulses for long-range personal goals, politicians do so for the purpose of political compromise as well. Still, as Donald Scaring argues, although political behavior is not always a reflection of values, there are "no convincing reasons to dismiss values a priori as symbolic flags with little relevance for behavior. They deserve serious investigation as significant components of political belief systems." 10

By determining the personal values and ideological beliefs of Mexican political leaders, the purpose here is to present the representative views of a generation. Although, most of these political leaders have been asked to describe the personal and ideological views at the end of their careers, in general, political elites hold such views more intensely and more stably over time than does the average citizen. 11 Still, the reader should expect the responses to be tempered by age and experience, even though many insisted that their ideas today accurately reflect their beliefs at the beginning of their careers. When one describes values and beliefs held by these various leaders, it is important to know whether or not the individuals see themselves as members of representative generations. Many who were members of the "Revolutionary generation" saw themselves as a special group drawn together by one experience, the Mexican Revolution. 12 But not all members of a generation have similar values or beliefs; rather, as Samuel Ramos says, "the unity which converts a group of individuals into a 'generation' comes from a mutual concept of life, even though life is expressed in many different forms and activities.... To deserve the name, a generation must be united by strong spiritual bonds, not simply by motives of expediency." 13

For the members of the early Revolutionary generations, many of whom were mentors and professors to the political leaders discussed here, the guiding principle seemed to be best expressed as a vision of a new Mexican society that would be just, a principle which Cosio Villegas describes as akin to a religious faith. 14 Two members of this early group, Martin, Luis Guzman and Javier Gaxiola, believe that the universal values of their generation were reflected in the major intellectual, liter-
creation of a new state. What inspired this belief? Some members of these groups point to the social climate. For others, It was a personal initiative to develop Mexico economically and to benefit from that growth, or it was the desire to see Mexico accomplish great works for the benefit of all Mexicans. Still other political leaders saw the unity of these individuals as a sort of spiritual solidarity among families who were survivors of those who had fought in the Revolution and who had maintained liberal ideas from the 1850s and 1860s. Again, most of the members of this generation believed in similar goals and in identifying the same problems. But like earlier, groups, they differed largely in their views of the criteria for evaluating the achievement of these goals. For example, one respondent argued that Miguel Alemán, Antonio Ortiz Mena, and Antonio Carrillo Flores, all from the 1925-1929 generation and all participants to a great extent in the determination of Mexican financial policy from 1946 to 1970, had similar ideas concerning problems and goals, but different views regarding the procedures for solving the problems and achieving the goals. Despite their differing views on procedure, this generation above all others saw itself as a collective group whose combined efforts were significant. Furthermore, the informal leader, Miguel Aleman, believes that the group initially experienced an intense unity and has retained that sense to a remarkable degree over the years.

Beginning with the group in the early 1930s and continuing through 1940, members of various generations continued to describe universal ethical values and similarities in goals during the interviews. Among the various responses as to the nature of the goals of these generations is an amorphous concept of the need for change, that is, to change everything. Again, however I the solutions were different and followed clearly defined democratic or socialist ideological paths. Many believed that what distinguished their generation from subsequent ones was a precise concept of what they wanted to do, even if they disagreed on the method. Disparity between goals and the means for achieving them appears to be typical of political elites everywhere. In a perceptive analysis of Venezuelan leaders, Frank Bonilla found that while there was superficial agreement about needs and goals among this elite, there was considerable difference in the level of commitment to the pace of reforms, the volume of investment needed in redressing inequalities, the root beliefs about causes and responsibilities, and the capacity of people to change or continue to endure deprivation.”

The 1930s generations, larger and more diverse than previous groups, did not form broad, unified, and cohesive friendships. Although each generation sees itself as different to some degree than those who preceded or followed it, it is remarkable that the general views of political leaders from 1915 to 1945 are similar, and that change, whether referring to social injustice, the state, or the status quo, has been a key principle over time, in spite of the significant environmental changes taking place during the Revolution and the period immediately following. This continuous thread in the thinking of the political leadership in Mexico parallels a recent analysis of two North American generations spanning the dynamic late 1960s which concluded that “the net result of life space changes among the young and of historical forces operating on each generation is a smoothing out of intergenerational antagonism, a smoothing out accomplished even over the eight turbulent years covered by our observations.”

Although we know that there are some broad universal principles underlying the unity of various generations of Mexican political leaders, what, specifically, are their personal and ideological beliefs? When asked to identify personal values most important to them and what they looked for in others, Mexican political leaders agreed on five points: individual freedom, service for others, hard work, knowledge, and honesty. In a comparative context, these personal values are not surprising. A study of local leaders in India, Poland, the United States, and Yugoslavia concluded that leaders valued most the following traits: honesty; selflessness and dedication to public service; intelligence, education, and professional knowledge; good relationships with people; and general leadership ability. The personal value missing among Mexican responses is that referring to cooperation with others. Perhaps Mexicans automatically assume the importance of this, since personal relationships are an important part of the political culture and essential to career mobility. A value mentioned by many Mexicans not appearing among those cited by local leaders from other countries (owing to the difference in phrasing in our question) is the emphasis placed on personal liberty. Some Mexicans considered liberty to be their most important value. Most of them defined it in terms of respect for personal
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dignity, which, not surprisingly, is a conceptualization of the humanistic philosophy so important in the education of most of our respondents. As one leader suggested, liberty, like any other personal value, requires limits. In some ways the highest priority given to liberty and individual dignity among Mexican political leaders is surprising in view of the degree to which authoritarianism is present in the Mexican culture. On the other hand, the emphasis on political liberty among political leaders themselves may explain the eclectic nature of and low degree to which authoritarian politics in Mexico actually infringe on individual liberties of speech and press.

Also important to Mexican political leaders (and politicians everywhere) is the emphasis given to social service. As one individual expressed this value, "man is morally obligated to serve others in whatever profession he may make for himself. After the revolution the majority of students had the idea of serving their country." Another prominent leader expressed this value in terms of personal satisfaction when he stated that "gratitude should be the greatest reward to a public man and that a public man should always be most interested in the good of the general population." Not all political leaders suggested a selfless motive for themselves or others, however. Julian Garza Tijerina, a party leader and senator under Cardenas, believed that among his generation of students at the Military Medical School in 1925 most wanted better economic conditions than their parents had experienced. He felt that service had come second to self-improvement. As in interviews with all politicians, it may well be that the social service value is emphasized for the benefit of the interviewer. A good case could be made, however, for differences experienced by Garza Tijerina at the Military Medical School, which recruited from very humble families during the 1920s, and the National University, whose students generally came from better economic circumstances.

Another value frequently mentioned by Mexicans was the importance of hard work for personal success. For example, Jose Hernandez Teran, who spent more than thirty years in the field of irrigation, ultimately serving as Secretary of Hydraulic Resources, felt the value most important in his personal philosophy was to work diligently and accept responsibility. "When I first started to work for the National Irrigation
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The highest value for me as a young man was that man should choose truth, pure truth, but that truth is a very difficult tunic to wear. Each person is limited in what he can know. I remember that Antonio Caso once said that "If you could choose, would you want to be able to know all the truths or always want to have the passion to attempt an answer to any question?" If I had to choose one or the other I would choose to have the passion to answer. Like politicians elsewhere, Mexicans also admired honesty, morality, and frankness. Some, such as Angel Carvajal, saw personal morality as essential to defeating corruption in Mexican public life. For others, it was a question of personal behavior and moral honor not to benefit from a public position. And others saw personal sincerity, or saying what they really thought, as a prestigious value.

As suggested above, personal values have some relationship to ideological beliefs. Although these relationships are not constant, our interviews with Mexican political leaders concerning their ideological beliefs suggest that these values do indeed overlap one another, and, in fact, strongly held personal values become integral parts of political, economic, and social ideologies. Respondents were asked a series of open-ended questions in an effort to determine important political and economic beliefs.
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29 Another leader owed his personal philosophy of hard work to one of his professors, who expressed it as, "in work there is gold and the riches of nations."
The economic-political belief most commonly cited by Mexicans, and of then by other politicians is the significant role of the state in economic development. This is not a surprising response from these Mexican leaders because, first, statism was a theme strongly emphasized among their political mentors and, second, the 1917 Constitution made an early commitment to the state's involvement in the economy. Most Mexican leaders advocated a balance between the state and the private sector, a position characteristic of Mexican neoliberals. Ruben Vargas Austin describes this position, which is both moderate and pragmatic: The modern Mexican liberals [neoliberals in our terminology], typified by such economic policy statesmen as Secretary of Finance Antonio Carrillo Flores, characterize their philosophy as one that aims to promote political stability and economic growth by using all forces available, public or private, through the coordination of the State. This view, representing the philosophy of the majority of political leaders, has been best described by Eduardo Bustamante:

Private enterprise should not spend its time debating the role of the government in the economy; rather, once the government decides to follow a policy the private sector should encourage it to do an effective job. To save jobs, the government is not justified in intervening in an area in which private enterprise is failing, because it does not have the expertise to operate such failing industries. The basic error of the government is that it does not have a well-defined program. On the other hand, government intervention in some areas such as petroleum, electricity and railroads has probably achieved more success than the private sector.

It cannot be said, however, that professors were largely responsible for conveying the view that the state should intervene in the economy; one formulat of recent economic policy told the author that his professors did not advocate laissez-faire concepts, though they had not conceptualized a concrete substitute for that policy in the early 1920s. Some politicians favored state intervention as a result of their own analyses and believed that the government should implement policies in favor of the masses rather than individual groups. Not only was their economic philosophy influenced by the number of people to benefit from economic growth, but others saw government, reflected in the changing emphasis in law texts during the period, as directly involved in dispensing social benefits to the people. By the 1930s the role of the state had become a highly controversial issue and was vigorously debated among various professors. In spite of this controversy, the 1917 Constitution, of considerable influence on political leaders, continued to provide definite support to the mixed economy. Because of its legitimacy, it remains important in the formation of the views of political leaders today. Hugo Margáin, Secretary of Finance in the early 1970s, acknowledges this influence in his statement that "I am a man of the Constitution of 1917, a constitution which favors a mixed economy." The view that the state should have control over large areas of the economy is a philosophy supported by young educated Mexicans. In a survey of Mexican university students in 1970, Rosalio Wences Reza found that the majority of students believed that the people and the state should control a large part or some part of the national wealth and that a large minority believed the government should have nearly complete control. Only five percent of the students believed the state should have almost no control. This minority view is also represented to the same degree among Mexican political leaders. For example, one respondent suggested that "Mexico has developed in spite of the role of the government. Governmental administrations are too contrary and personal from one administration to the next." A larger group of political leaders, like students, takes the completely opposing view that state intervention should be more substantial. Again, the differences within the political leadership in Mexico stem from the continuous debate over means, divided largely between a socialist and a mixed capitalist-socialist approach. One key to understanding the differing view is the argument about whether economic well-being promotes individual liberties, or whether individual freedoms offer an incentive for improving personal standards of living. This conflict has been described by one of our respondents:

I think that for all of my generation the main goal was to achieve a better standard of living and a higher level of education while at the same time improving the quality of political life through greater freedoms. I think my generation was unified in these aspirations. But there were two different means: one was through a socialized economy, the other was a combination of socialism and private enterprise to achieve these goals. My personal opinion is that socialism has played a very important role in Mexican development in such activities as
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Another theme pervading the process of professorial socialization of political leaders was pragmatism, a substantial element in the philosophy of Mexican political leaders. Ideological beliefs, as long as they are contained within the broad boundaries of the revolutionary ideology, have not been of primary significance to the careers of Mexican political leaders, unless the individuals have publicly espoused extreme nineteenth century liberal ideas or orthodox Marxist beliefs. Pragmatism has become an essential part of the belief structure of Mexican political leaders because of the dynamic changes in the postrevolutionary period and because of the nature of politics. As one respondent describes it, "politics is real life. A politician's ideology cannot be some theory borrowed from the United States or Europe. It has to be something which results from your practical life." 40 Pragmatism is a practice essential to all political activists. This attitude develops very early in the lives of Mexican and Latin American student leaders, many of whom enter national politics. In his description of student political activists, Kenneth Walker says that "political involvement presumably leads to a commitment to the rules of the political game, and to an awareness that what looks like corruption from the outside may often be the consequence of the necessary compromise, or give and take, which elected representatives must engage in...." 41 Pragmatism is not only an ideological tenet of Mexican leaders, but a professional value too. As Antonio Carrillo Flores told the author, his golden rule in politics is to open your eyes to reality before doing anything. 42 That advice has served him well; few men alive today can claim public careers as successful as his. 43 Last, pragmatism seems to have a special importance to the students who entered politics through their participation in, or on the fringes of, the Jose Vasconcelos presidential campaign of 1929. Many of the participants in this campaign, and in the earlier 1927 opposition campaign, adopted a pragmatic approach to take political control of the official apparatus from within, rather than becoming disillusioned or permanently participating.

40 Personal interview with Roberto Robles Martinez, Mexico City, October 2, 1976.
41 Personal interview with Manuel Hinojosa Ortiz, Mexico City, October 28, 1976.
43 Personal interview, Mexico City, June 26, 1975.
44 See Daniel Cosio Villegas' description attesting to this career with his comment to Miguel Aleman that Carrillo Flores will probably die in public office. Miguel Aleman, Miguel Alemán Contesta (Austin: Institute of Latin American Studies, University of Texas, 1975), p. 26.
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in the ranks of the opposition. One of our respondents describes this phenomenon:

... what was important about this generation was their participation in the Vasconcelos campaign. They were the most brilliant members of our generation. After Vasconcelos was defeated and abandoned the country many were dispersed throughout Mexico. The impact on some was to emerge in local and state politics, for example, Miguel Aleman became a senator from Veracruz, and, of course, when the governor-elect was assassinated, this opened the door for him to become governor. He began forming a group, but inside the official party, not a group with an ideological emphasis or goal, but a group who would emerge in control of the political system. 53

Mexican politicians are also pragmatists because their personal ideological beliefs are eclectic, again following the pattern set by their mentors and professors. Several respondents made these comments:

I do not like to classify myself as having any label because my philosophy is one which centers on improving the welfare of my country regardless of the source of the idea. I want to remove the ignorance from my country, but at the same time, I recognize the difficulties which Mexico faces. 44

I do not have a fixed political ideology because I am in agreement with any policy which benefits Mexico and I disagree with those that do not benefit her. 55

I would describe myself as a populist, that is, I am interested in all ideas which promote human equality. I am more inclined to the methods of the left. I would describe my philosophy as a humanistic political ideology. 56

These views come from historical, personal, and literary sources. One prominent member of the 1928-1932 generation, an important transitional group among student generations and political leaders in the 1950s and 1960s, describes, in part, the eclectic combination of intellectual sources:

I do not believe I am much different from most of the other members of my generation. I am a democrat with a liberal strain from the nineteenth century. I...
also have influenced in my political views by the Spanish anarchists" and of course by the Flores Magón brothers, who, as you know, were also a bit anarchistic. My political view were also influenced by the Russian Revolution, but not in the sense of the communist solutions; rather by the problems which were brought to the forefront in the Revolution. 

Other political leaders, especially those who were educated before and immediately after 1920, often described themselves as Revolutionary liberals, which, by any definition, is a mixture of transitional beliefs from the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.

The most striking universal belief among Mexican political leaders of these generations, one that refers to means rather than ends, is their almost universal emphasis on peace and order, a theme prominent in the pre-1910 era in Mexico. Although the Mexican Revolution seems to have shared its influence with many others sources of socialization on the postrevolutionary generation, when we confine ourselves to peace and order, the environment created by the Revolution is preeminent. Furthermore, this belief, rationalized is only slightly varying terms, is expressed consistently from the oldest down to the youngest generations. The views of leaders form different age groups clearly illustrate the continuity of this belief:

My generation [1921] had a great desire for peace and order because of their experiences with the Revolution. My generation was one which emphasized organization, to create order out the chaos. I believe that this desire was much greater than was true of other and later generations. Lawyers were very occupied with formulation news laws which the country needed for some semblance of order. Doctors were giving service to towns which had not had it for many years. Public accountants had to put order in the accounts of large firms and ingovernment finances. Bank laws were reorganized. A very open environment allowing for great changes in the future prevailed at this time.

I believe my generation [class of 1925] had a very strong desire for order and peace because of the revolutionary experience, and that this belief was much stronger than in later generations.

I believe that all of my educational generation [1932] had a very strong desire for peace and stability because of their experience of proximity to the Revolution and because of the ideals of their parents, many of whom had fought in the Revolution itself. I recall numerous conversations among parents of my generation commenting on the suffering they had encountered, especially the farmers and workers.

Furthermore, we were living within a political structure undergoing great renovation [1939], and there was a feeling among many of us that care needed to be taken to avoid another revolution.

The transfer of this value from one generation to another is not surprising, since North American scholars have suggested that dispositions toward either peaceful or non peaceful means of political change can be passed on from one generation to the next. This transition would be particularly easy among a political elite united by a continuous educational environment and a long-term teacher-mentor relationship; the value has even been transferred to Mexican youth of today in spite of their lack of contact with the social dynamics of the Revolution. In contrast to political leaders, the majority of students interviewed by Wences Reza believed that major changes in the political system were required, but 78 percent thought violence was not necessary to achieve these changes. Students in Latin American countries that have not experienced a major social revolution in the twentieth century also support this nonviolent view. In his study of Panamanian and Costa Rican elite students, Daniel Goldrich concluded that "75 percent agreed with or strongly agreed that violence should never be used to resolve political questions.

An integral element in the political beliefs of our respondents, the desire for peace and order, encouraged the development of subsidiary ideas important to promoting tranquility. According to many of the political leaders interviewed, this stability required collaboration among the various political factions within the governing political elite. Antonio Carrillo Flores, often a spokesman for his generation, states this view pragmatically:

I believe that friendship and cooperation were very important qualities believed in by my generation, and that this kind of cooperation and friendship has made the Mexican system work. We have to look for things that unify Mexicans rather than things that divide us. Everything is possible in peace, and violence is not really necessary to achieve social justice and economic development.

Not only has collaboration become a means for achieving social peace, but it has encouraged the moderate ideological view espoused by the

58 For evidence of this, see Justo Sierra, The Political Evolution of the Mexican People (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1969).
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63 David Easton and Jack Dennis, Ch